NanoPi router board updated with 8GB eMMC and a metal case
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FriendlyElec launched a $48 ?NanoPi R2C Plus? router, an case-only variant of the RK3328-based NanoPi R2C SBC that adds 8GB eMMC, among other minor changes. Meanwhile, there is now a $9 metal case for the similar Orange Pi R1 Plus LTS SBC.

In the NanoPi R2C blurb in our recent catalog of 136 Linux hacker boards, we mentioned that an eMMC equipped NanoPi R2C Plus was in the works. As reported by CNXSoft, the Plus model is now shipping for $48, but only in a version with a metal enclosure. CNXSoft also reported that Shenzhen Xunlong?s almost identical Orange Pi R1 Plus LTS router SBC, which similarly combines a Rockchip RK3328 and dual GbE ports, is now available with its own metal enclosure for $36 (see farther below.)
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